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                    Abstract
This paper offers a probabilistic treatment of the conditions for argument cogency as endorsed in informal logic: acceptability, relevance, and sufficiency (RSA). Treating a natural language argument as a reason-claim-complex, our analysis identifies content features of defeasible argument on which the RSA conditions depend, namely: (1) change in the commitment to the reason, (2) the reason’s sensitivity and selectivity to the claim, (3) one’s prior commitment to the claim, and (4) the contextually determined thresholds of acceptability for reasons and for claims. Results contrast with, and may indeed serve to correct, the informal understanding and applications of the RSA criteria concerning their conceptual (in)dependence, their function as update-thresholds, and their status as obligatory rather than permissive norms, but also show how these formal and informal normative approachs can in fact align.
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                    Notes
	Similarly important are the notions of argument strengthening, rebuttal, and counter-rebuttal, which however fall outside the scope of this paper.


	Recent work nevertheless applies such formal methods as computer models of defeasible inference to reasoning and argument (e.g., Walton and Gordon 2015).


	Following the introduction of the RSA criteria by Johnson and Blair in 1977 (Johnson and Blair 2006, p. 55), many informalists have adopted, modified, or augmented them (see Johnson and Blair 2002, p. 370). For instance, Govier (2010, p. 87ff.) calls sufficiency good grounds; Johnson (2000, p. 189ff.) added premise truth as a fourth criterion, situating this together with adequacy at the “dialectical tier;” Vorobej (2006, p. 49ff.) replaced acceptability with truth and added compactness as a fourth criterion to stipulate the absence of irrelevant premises.


	Spohn’s own ranking theory (Spohn 2012) also qualifies as an inductive logic. Pursuing a Baconian approach to probability, his theory is more general than the Pascalian approach we rely on. (For these terms, see Cohen 1989.) Ranking theory models the differential retractability of full rather than graded propositions, interpreted as belief-contents. By contrast, we speak of graded commitments to reasons or claims.


	The more common interpretation—‘the probability of a hypothesis, H, given evidence, E’—reflects the role of the probability calculus for the empirical sciences when gauging the (dis-)confirmatory effect of evidence on hypotheses, calculation of which relies on Bayes’ theorem. Several differences arise in contexts of defeasible inference and argumentation: First, scientific hypotheses typically have a predictive or explanatory relationship to the evidence. Second, the evidence here typically accumulates through independent instances (e.g., observations or test results), making the reliability of evidence expressible as long-run frequencies. Neither feature need hold between a claim and the reasons offered in its support. Finally, as Strevens (Strevens 2012, p. 23; notation adapted) writes: “a Bayesian conditionalizes on [some evidence] E—that is, applies Bayes’ rule to E—just when they ‘learn that E has occurred.’ In classical Bayesianism, to learn E is to have one’s subjective probability for E go to one [i.e., a probability value of 1, denoting certainty] as the result of some kind of observation.” By contrast, reasons appearing as premises of an argument need not be certain or unretractable (see Sect. 3.8). Rather defeasible reasoning and argument involves making judgements about the acceptability of one’s premises. Sometimes an update will occur when a reasoner comes to find their reasons are more (or less) acceptable than they did previously.


	As Hahn and Oaksford (2006b, p. 3) acknowledge, rule-based procedural accounts of argumentation are nonetheless required for the stronger argument (as identified) to in fact “carry through” to the discussion outcome.


	For mutually consistent events, the law is: \( P({A\vee B})=P(A)+P(B)-P( {A \& B} ).\)
                        


	We use ‘R’ and ‘the / a reason’ to indicate the conjunction of all the articulated premises of an argument or piece of reasoning.


	(3) says that the probability of event A occurring, given some other event B does, equals the probability of both events occurring, divided by the probability that event B occurs anyways. Since the probability of any two events occurring is never greater than the probability of either event occurring individually, \( P(A \& B)\le P(B)\) holds. This guarantees a probability value in the range \(0\le P(A{\vert }B)\le 1\), so long as \(P(B)<0\). If \(P(B)=0\) then \(P(A{\vert }B)\) is undefined.


	In cases where A and B are independent, such that there is no systematic positive or negative correlation between them, it holds that: \(P(A{\vert }B)=P(A)\) and \(P(B{\vert }A)=P(B)\).


	(8) states that the posterior probability of C given R is the prior probability of C times the likelihood of the reason given the claim, P(R|C), over the probability of the reason, P(R). (The notion of likelihood is introduced in Sect. 3.7.)


	Joyce (2009, p. 5) notes that Carnap (1962, p. 466) identified i as the relevance quotient, or the probability ratio; Strevens (2012, p. 30) calls i the Bayes multiplier.


	(11) states the chance of event A occurring as the chance that A occurs given another event B does, times the chance that B occurs, plus the chance that A occurs given B fails to occur, times the chance that B fails to occur. The law presupposes conditionalization on exhaustive alternatives, which any claim B and its negation \({\sim } B\) of course are.


	(12) says that the posterior probability of a claim C given a reason R is the prior probability of C times the likelihood of R given C, divided by the sum of the likelihood of R given C times the probability of C, and the likelihood of R given not C times the probability of not C.


	While Eq. (2) was a consequence of the logical truth \((A\vee {\sim } A)\), these two constraints are consequences of the metaphysical truth that, given event B occurs, any other event A will either occur, or not.


	Notice that, since \(P(R{\vert }{\sim } C)=1-P({\sim } R{\vert } {\sim } C)\), rather than using ‘the logical complement of specificity’ in order to refer to \(P(R{\vert }{\sim } C)\), we use the term ‘specificity’ alone.


	(14) says that the final commitment in C, updated on a partial commitment in R, is the commitment in C given R, times the final commitment in R, plus the commitment in C conditional on \({\sim } R\), times the final commitment in \({\sim } R\). When conditionalizing on a partial commitment in order to update, JC thus recognizes that a partial commitment in R is a partial commitment in \({\sim } R\), which together sum to one.


	(17) states that one’s final commitment in C conditionalized on one’s final commitment in R, where \(0<P_{f}(R)<1\), is one’s initial commitment in C, times the sum of the likelihoods that R given C, multiplied by the ratio of one’s final commitment to the reason over one’s initial commitment to it, and the likelihood of \({\sim } R\) given C, multiplied by the ratio of one’s final commitment that \({\sim } R\) over one’s initial commitment to it.


	Granted that sufficiency presupposes relevance, reasons by contrast can be relevant without being sufficient. Indeed, distinct relevance-based failures of arguments are identified by the fallacies of relevance (Johnson and Blair 2002, p. 370). Johnson (2000, p. 200) claims that the notion of relevance it itself “basic” and “a ground-floor notion that a reasoner must grasp.” See Powers (1995) for the view that all fallacies allegedly are nothing but relevance problems. Zenker (2016) provides an overview of what currently does (not) count as a fallacy.


	In cases of irrelevance, both the impact term and the likelihood ratio, \(P(R{\vert }C)/P(R{\vert }{\sim } C)\) equals 1 (see Korb 2004, p. 44; Hahn and Hornikx 2016, p. 1838). Where \(i=1\), it follows that \(P(R{\vert }C)=P(R)\); so by the law of total probability (Eq. 11): \(P(R{\vert }C)=P(R{\vert }{\sim } C)\).


	(24) says that the final probability of C is the posterior probability of C given R, which meets or exceeds the threshold, \(t_{s}\), and exceeds the prior probability of C.


	After all, if R entails C, then \( P(C \& R)=P(R)\), and given the definition of conditional probability (Eq. 3), we have it that \(P(C{\vert }R)=1\).


	For all calculations in Example 1, see the “Appendix”.


	As an anonymous reviewer has rightly pointed out, an informal logician might respond that a set of individually weakly supporting reasons-for-C can, when taken together, provide sufficient convergent support—i.e., individually insufficient but jointly sufficient reasons—to the claim. This might be thought to provide an answer to the challenge to a threshold approach to sufficiency posed by Example 1.
Yet, on standard accounts, this requires (somehow) taking the independent reasons together all at once, rather than separately in succession. Example 1 shows that, on a probabilistic understanding of inferential sufficiency, this combining of reasons is not required. Rather, the probabilistic calculus offers a formal understanding of how sufficient support can incrementally accrue via a succession of individually insufficient arguments, and so obviously contradicts the “weakest link-principle,” also known as Theophrastus’ rule (see Hahn and Oaksford 2006a, b, p. 15).
Moreover, since we operationalize inferential sufficiency as an acceptability threshold on the probability of the claim conditional on a reason, \(P( C{\vert }R)\), further issues arise with a similar threshold approach to acceptability that result from interpreting a threshold application of inferential sufficiency as an inference gate (see Examples 2 and 3; Sect. 4.5). For instance, suppose that the claim in Example 1, now abbreviated as \(C_{1}\), does itself provide a reason for another claim, \(C_{2}\). As Example 3 will show, even a small sub-threshold change in the acceptability of \(C_{1}\) could push \(C_{2}\) above a sufficiency threshold when \(C_{2}\) is subsequently conditionalized on \(C_{1}\). So rather than immediately update on each individually insufficient reason the moment the reason “comes in,” to instead collect several weakly supporting reasons-for-\(C_{1}\)—as if holding these in memory until they (somehow) jointly meet a sufficiency threshold—could preclude a commitment-update in \(C_{2}\) under some conditions, although a sufficiency threshold would have been met if the acceptability of \(C_{1}\) had been updated earlier.
Future work should provide a probabilistic analysis of the linked vs. convergent support-distinction in informal logic, which we cannot provide here. One possible result pertains to the identity conditions of reasons and premises. For some natural language material may well be discernable as a distinct premise but not count as a distinct reason, namely if offering (or receiving) that premise to support the claim C would, by itself, fail to render \(P(C{\vert }R)> P(C)\). The inferential effect of R on P(C), or the lack thereof, could thus become a criterion for a premise to in fact act as a reason. Hence, the identity conditions of reasons and premises in the probabilistic and the informal logic approach might be the same, while their functional properties could diverge.


	The acceptability of a set of reasons is some function of the acceptability of constituent reasons. Those considering the acceptability of individual and conjoint reasons may find that different acceptability standards are in effect (e.g., a higher threshold for the deliverances of reason and sensation than for memory or testimony).
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Appendix: Calculations for Example 1 (Sect. 4.4)
Appendix: Calculations for Example 1 (Sect. 4.4)
The law of total probability (Eq. 11) serves to calculate the initial priors on each of the reasons as follows:
$$\begin{aligned} P({R_n})= & {} P({R_n |C})\times P( C )+P( {R_n |{\sim } C} )\times P({{\sim } C})\\= & {} 0.25\times 0.17+0.15\times 0.83\\= & {} 0.167 \end{aligned}$$

Using BT (Eq. 8) to successively update on each reason, \(R_{1}\) to \(R_{4}\), for the first update:
$$\begin{aligned} P_f (C)= & {} \frac{P({R_1 |C})}{P({R_1})}\times P(C)\\= & {} \frac{0.25}{0.167}\times 0.17\\= & {} 0.2545 \end{aligned}$$

Update 1 fails to satisfy Eq. 28, since
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{P(R_1 |C)}{P( {R_1 } )}<\frac{t_S }{P( C )}= & {} \frac{0.25}{0.167}<\frac{0.5001}{0.17}=1.497<2.492 \end{aligned}$$

Given the updated value for P(C), we then recalculate the prior on each remaining reason:
$$\begin{aligned} P({R_n })= & {} P({R_n |C})\times P(C)+P({R_n |{\sim } C})\times P({{\sim } C})\\= & {} 0.25\times 0.2545+0.15\times 0.7455\\= & {} 0.1755 \end{aligned}$$

For the second update, on \(R_{2}\), we find:
$$\begin{aligned} P_f ( C )= & {} \frac{P( {R_2 |C} )}{P( {R_2 } )}\times P( C )\\= & {} \frac{0.25}{0.1755}\times 0.2545\\= & {} 0.3625 \end{aligned}$$

So also the second update fails to satisfy Eq. 28, since
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{P(R_2 |C)}{P( {R_2 } )}<\frac{t_S }{P( C )}=\frac{0.25}{0.1755}<\frac{0.5001}{0.12545}=1.425<1.965 \end{aligned}$$

Again recalculating the priors on the remaining reasons:
$$\begin{aligned} P({R_n})= & {} P({R_n |C})\times P( C )+P({R_n |{\sim } C})\times P({{\sim } C})\\= & {} 0.25\times 0.3625+0.15\times 0.6375\\= & {} 0.1875 \end{aligned}$$

We find for the third update, on \(R_{3}\):
$$\begin{aligned} P_f ( C )= & {} \frac{P({R_3 |C})}{P({R_3})}\times P(C)\\= & {} \frac{0.25}{0.1875}\times 0.3625\\= & {} 0.4833 \end{aligned}$$

So that also the third update fails to satisfy Eq. 28, since
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{P(R_3 |C)}{P( {R_3 } )}<\frac{t_S }{P( C )}=\frac{0.25}{0.1875}<\frac{0.5001}{0.3625}=1.333<1.379 \end{aligned}$$

Finally recalculating the prior on the remaining reason, \(\hbox {R}_{4}\):
$$\begin{aligned} P( {R_n } )= & {} P( {R_n |C} )\times P( C )+P( {R_n |{\sim } C} )\times P( {{\sim } C} )\\= & {} 0.25\times 0.4833+0.15\times 0.6167\\= & {} 0.1983 \end{aligned}$$

For the fourth update we find:
$$\begin{aligned} P_f ( C )= & {} \frac{P( {R_4 |C} )}{P( {R_4 } )}\times P( C )\\= & {} \frac{0.25}{0.1983}\times 0.4833\\= & {} 0.6093 \end{aligned}$$

Therefore, had the first three updates already taken place, then a threshold application of sufficiency would permit the fourth update, since
$$\begin{aligned} \frac{P(R_4 |C)}{P( {R_4 } )}\ge \frac{t_S }{P( C )}=\frac{0.25}{0.1983}\ge \frac{0.5001}{0.4833}=1.26\ge 1.035 \end{aligned}$$
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